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Thanksgiving is a holiday that centers on being thankful, but the celebration, for most families,
means a traditional dinner, with turkey, stuffing and all the fixins. If Thanksgiving is at your house
this year, don’t fret. This book will give you everything you need from shopping, to making
homemade casseroles as well as stuffing/dressing, vegetables and dessert. No plan is complete
without a timetable of what to do when. For each part of the dinner there will be a choice of the
traditional homemade version or the easy to do version. You may want to pick and choose, doing
a traditional bird and easy casseroles or a easy turkey with fancier desserts. Each step along the
way, you will be able to choose to make this Thanksgiving your own tradition, but you will have
help every step of the way. Included is a timeline countdown to Thanksgiving, things you have to
do when, recipes for the day, and even recipes for leftovers. I know you don’t have a lot of time to
read, so this book gets right to the point.If you enjoy this book, please write a review and share it
with others so that they too can have some Thanksgiving help. http://amzn.to/17T9G6E

From the Back CoverMultiprotocol Network Management shows how to use IBM's Netview for
AIX to manage multiprotocol networks, including those with TCP/IP, SNA and many other
protocols. The emphasis is on the practical use of NetView, with detailed explanation of its most
important features, comprehensive examples and sample programs. This authoritative book:
gives practical guidance on how to make the most of NetView for AIX, including design,
implementation and use; provides unique coverage of the latest versions of NetView for AIX,
Systems Monitor and Trouble Ticket; reviews NetView applications for managing Token-Ring,
Ethernet, FDDI, NetWare,ATM and other protocols; explains the relevant networking and
network management standards, including TCP/IP and SNMP; contains many sample programs
and examples and examples, also available in softvopy from McGraw-Hill's WWW pages. Larry
Bennett is a networking specialist with IBM, with extensive experience in TCPP and SNA
networking, and in network management systems such as IBM's NetView/390 and NetView for
AIX. He has been a product designer and devloper for IBM's Networking products, and now
works as a consultant advising IBM's European customers in the use of networking
technology.About the AuthorLarry Bennett is a networking specialist with IBM.
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Thanksgiving Dinnerfrom Super Easy to Grandma’s Traditional DinnerByTheresa
LepianeCopyright 2013 © Theresa Lepiane.All rights reserved.No part of this book may be
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted by any means without the written
permission of the author.TABLE OF CONTENTSThanksgiving Dinner: from Super Easy to
Grandma’s Traditional DinnerThe Week before ThanksgivingSnacks SuggestionsGrocery
ListThe Day Before ThanksgivingThe TurkeySoupMake pies the day before ThanksgivingThe
CranberriesThe Big Day: Start with the TurkeyBread StuffingClean up the KitchenCan I Do this
Without Helpers?GravyMashed potatoesGourmet Sweet Potato CasseroleEasy Sweet
PotatoesMashed Sweet PotatoesSuper Simple Sweet Potatoes for the “I can’t cook”
HostessGourmet Cauliflower CasseroleBroccoli with cheese sauceGreen Bean
CasseroleGreen Beans with Mushroom and PimentosSuper Easy “I Can’t Cook”
VeggiesBreadSit with Your Family, and Give Thanks!Turkey Sandwiches and Turkey ClubTurkey
ParmesanHomemade Italian SauceEasy Cream of Turkey and BiscuitAlfredo Turkey and
BroccoliThank you!Thanksgiving Dinner: from Super Easy to Grandma’s Traditional
DinnerThanksgiving is a holiday that centers on being thankful, but the celebration, for most
families, means a traditional dinner, with turkey, stuffing and all the fixins. If Thanksgiving is at
your house this year, don’t fret. This book will give you everything you need from shopping, to
making homemade casseroles as well as stuffing/dressing, vegetables and dessert. No plan is
complete without a timetable of what to do when. For each part of the dinner there will be a
choice of the traditional homemade version or the easy to do version. You may want to pick and
choose, doing a traditional bird and easy casseroles or a easy turkey with fancier desserts. Each
step along the way, you will be able to choose to make this Thanksgiving your own tradition, but
you will have help every step of the way. Included is a timeline countdown to Thanksgiving,
things you have to do when, recipes for the day, and even recipes for leftovers. I know you don’t
have a lot of time to read, so this book gets right to the point.If you enjoy this book, please write
a review and share it with others so that they too can have some Thanksgiving help.The Week
before ThanksgivingClean the house. Get everything ready. Decide on your menu. Are there
enough seats for all of your guests or do you need to make arrangements to bring chairs or
tables? What do you want at this Thanksgiving celebration?You will need to go grocery
shopping, but before you do, read this entire book so you can decide what your menu is and
what you need to get. Of course you need a turkey, but will it be a whole bird or just a breast?
Do you want to cook sweet potatoes from scratch or do you want to use canned sweet
potatoes? What vegetable will you want to cook? Do you want to start fresh, or go with frozen or
canned vegetables? If there will be many children at the celebration, choose some simple
dishes.This Grocery List has everything on it. Cross off what you don’t want to get after you have
made your menu choices. Be careful. There are some things that are used in multiple
dishes.Snacks SuggestionsOften, your guests will arrive hungry. That is good, but what if your



dinner isn’t ready yet. Children especially can get cranky when hungry. Appease your guests’
hunger with easily made snack trays. You can make these trays yourself or go the super simple
route and buy them ready made at your grocery store. Some suggestions are:Cheese and
cracker tray, Veggie tray with dip tray, Fruit with dip trayYou could get fancy and have shrimp
cocktail if you have mostly adult guests. It is simple and elegant.Many trays can be found ready-
made for you in a local grocery store like Wegmart, Winn Dixie or Giant Eagle. The Walmart
super centers also will make up trays. Just call a few days in advance to order. You can do this
yourself. Buy the cheese in cubes or slices to save time and make up a tray by placing them on
the platter yourself. A few grapes for garnish and a basket of crackers will finish the job. If you
decide on shrimp cocktail, buy jumbo cooked and frozen shrimp. Pour the frozen shrimp out on
a bed of greenery and put a dish of ready-made cocktail sauce in the middle of the shrimp. Put a
spoon in the cocktail sauce and small paper plates beside the dish so that your guests do not
dip in the common bowl. This will keep the cocktail sauce fresher. The shrimp will thaw in about
30 to 45 minutes. For freshness sake, keep the tray small so you can add more shrimp rather
than letting the shrimp sit out longer than a few hours.Make a decision on what trays of
appetizers you want and whether you will buy them ready-made or make them yourself. Either
choice will do, but you need to decide so you can choose what you need at the grocery
store.Grocery ListTurkey (1 to 1 ½ pounds per person)Whatever snacks you have decided upon
and tooth picksFruit, vegetables, crackers, cheese, dips, shrimp and cocktail sauce(If you are
making the stuffed mushrooms)Large (stuffing if you can find them) fresh mushrooms12-16 oz.
of crabmeat (canned, frozen or fresh)Rosemary if you don’t stuff the turkey and even if you do it
is great to have on hand for chicken.Full stems of rosemary make nice garnishPoultry
seasoning1 loaf of Bread for stuffingBread/rolls/croissants for dinneroil2 green peppers1 red
pepperBag of sweet Vidalia or Spanish onionsCeleryCarrotsMushroom soup one for
stuffingOne or two mushroom soup for green bean casseroleGreen beansAmerican
cheeseFrench’s dry onionsBrown sugarMini marshmallows or walnuts or
pecansPimentoMushrooms fresh or cannedThanksgiving Dinnerfrom Super Easy to Grandma’s
Traditional DinnerByTheresa LepianeThanksgiving Dinnerfrom Super Easy to Grandma’s
Traditional DinnerByTheresa LepianeCopyright 2013 © Theresa Lepiane.All rights reserved.No
part of this book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted by any means
without the written permission of the author.Copyright 2013 © Theresa Lepiane.All rights
reserved.No part of this book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted by
any means without the written permission of the author.TABLE OF CONTENTSThanksgiving
Dinner: from Super Easy to Grandma’s Traditional DinnerThe Week before ThanksgivingSnacks
SuggestionsGrocery ListThe Day Before ThanksgivingThe TurkeySoupMake pies the day before
ThanksgivingThe CranberriesThe Big Day: Start with the TurkeyBread StuffingClean up the
KitchenCan I Do this Without Helpers?GravyMashed potatoesGourmet Sweet Potato
CasseroleEasy Sweet PotatoesMashed Sweet PotatoesSuper Simple Sweet Potatoes for the “I
can’t cook” HostessGourmet Cauliflower CasseroleBroccoli with cheese sauceGreen Bean



CasseroleGreen Beans with Mushroom and PimentosSuper Easy “I Can’t Cook”
VeggiesBreadSit with Your Family, and Give Thanks!Turkey Sandwiches and Turkey ClubTurkey
ParmesanHomemade Italian SauceEasy Cream of Turkey and BiscuitAlfredo Turkey and
BroccoliThank you!TABLE OF CONTENTSThanksgiving Dinner: from Super Easy to Grandma’s
Traditional DinnerThe Week before ThanksgivingSnacks SuggestionsGrocery ListThe Day
Before ThanksgivingThe TurkeySoupMake pies the day before ThanksgivingThe
CranberriesThe Big Day: Start with the TurkeyBread StuffingClean up the KitchenCan I Do this
Without Helpers?GravyMashed potatoesGourmet Sweet Potato CasseroleEasy Sweet
PotatoesMashed Sweet PotatoesSuper Simple Sweet Potatoes for the “I can’t cook”
HostessGourmet Cauliflower CasseroleBroccoli with cheese sauceGreen Bean
CasseroleGreen Beans with Mushroom and PimentosSuper Easy “I Can’t Cook”
VeggiesBreadSit with Your Family, and Give Thanks!Turkey Sandwiches and Turkey ClubTurkey
ParmesanHomemade Italian SauceEasy Cream of Turkey and BiscuitAlfredo Turkey and
BroccoliThank you!Thanksgiving Dinner: from Super Easy to Grandma’s Traditional
DinnerThanksgiving is a holiday that centers on being thankful, but the celebration, for most
families, means a traditional dinner, with turkey, stuffing and all the fixins. If Thanksgiving is at
your house this year, don’t fret. This book will give you everything you need from shopping, to
making homemade casseroles as well as stuffing/dressing, vegetables and dessert. No plan is
complete without a timetable of what to do when. For each part of the dinner there will be a
choice of the traditional homemade version or the easy to do version. You may want to pick and
choose, doing a traditional bird and easy casseroles or a easy turkey with fancier desserts. Each
step along the way, you will be able to choose to make this Thanksgiving your own tradition, but
you will have help every step of the way. Included is a timeline countdown to Thanksgiving,
things you have to do when, recipes for the day, and even recipes for leftovers. I know you don’t
have a lot of time to read, so this book gets right to the point.If you enjoy this book, please write
a review and share it with others so that they too can have some Thanksgiving
help.Thanksgiving Dinner: from Super Easy to Grandma’s Traditional DinnerThanksgiving is a
holiday that centers on being thankful, but the celebration, for most families, means a traditional
dinner, with turkey, stuffing and all the fixins. If Thanksgiving is at your house this year, don’t fret.
This book will give you everything you need from shopping, to making homemade casseroles as
well as stuffing/dressing, vegetables and dessert. No plan is complete without a timetable of
what to do when. For each part of the dinner there will be a choice of the traditional homemade
version or the easy to do version. You may want to pick and choose, doing a traditional bird and
easy casseroles or a easy turkey with fancier desserts. Each step along the way, you will be able
to choose to make this Thanksgiving your own tradition, but you will have help every step of the
way. Included is a timeline countdown to Thanksgiving, things you have to do when, recipes for
the day, and even recipes for leftovers. I know you don’t have a lot of time to read, so this book
gets right to the point.If you enjoy this book, please write a review and share it with others so that
they too can have some Thanksgiving help.The Week before ThanksgivingClean the house. Get



everything ready. Decide on your menu. Are there enough seats for all of your guests or do you
need to make arrangements to bring chairs or tables? What do you want at this Thanksgiving
celebration?You will need to go grocery shopping, but before you do, read this entire book so
you can decide what your menu is and what you need to get. Of course you need a turkey, but
will it be a whole bird or just a breast? Do you want to cook sweet potatoes from scratch or do
you want to use canned sweet potatoes? What vegetable will you want to cook? Do you want to
start fresh, or go with frozen or canned vegetables? If there will be many children at the
celebration, choose some simple dishes.This Grocery List has everything on it. Cross off what
you don’t want to get after you have made your menu choices. Be careful. There are some things
that are used in multiple dishes.The Week before ThanksgivingClean the house. Get everything
ready. Decide on your menu. Are there enough seats for all of your guests or do you need to
make arrangements to bring chairs or tables? What do you want at this Thanksgiving
celebration?You will need to go grocery shopping, but before you do, read this entire book so
you can decide what your menu is and what you need to get. Of course you need a turkey, but
will it be a whole bird or just a breast? Do you want to cook sweet potatoes from scratch or do
you want to use canned sweet potatoes? What vegetable will you want to cook? Do you want to
start fresh, or go with frozen or canned vegetables? If there will be many children at the
celebration, choose some simple dishes.This Grocery List has everything on it. Cross off what
you don’t want to get after you have made your menu choices. Be careful. There are some things
that are used in multiple dishes.Snacks SuggestionsOften, your guests will arrive hungry. That is
good, but what if your dinner isn’t ready yet. Children especially can get cranky when hungry.
Appease your guests’ hunger with easily made snack trays. You can make these trays yourself
or go the super simple route and buy them ready made at your grocery store. Some
suggestions are:Cheese and cracker tray, Veggie tray with dip tray, Fruit with dip trayYou could
get fancy and have shrimp cocktail if you have mostly adult guests. It is simple and
elegant.Many trays can be found ready-made for you in a local grocery store like Wegmart, Winn
Dixie or Giant Eagle. The Walmart super centers also will make up trays. Just call a few days in
advance to order. You can do this yourself. Buy the cheese in cubes or slices to save time and
make up a tray by placing them on the platter yourself. A few grapes for garnish and a basket of
crackers will finish the job. If you decide on shrimp cocktail, buy jumbo cooked and frozen
shrimp. Pour the frozen shrimp out on a bed of greenery and put a dish of ready-made cocktail
sauce in the middle of the shrimp. Put a spoon in the cocktail sauce and small paper plates
beside the dish so that your guests do not dip in the common bowl. This will keep the cocktail
sauce fresher. The shrimp will thaw in about 30 to 45 minutes. For freshness sake, keep the tray
small so you can add more shrimp rather than letting the shrimp sit out longer than a few
hours.Make a decision on what trays of appetizers you want and whether you will buy them
ready-made or make them yourself. Either choice will do, but you need to decide so you can
choose what you need at the grocery store.Snacks SuggestionsOften, your guests will arrive
hungry. That is good, but what if your dinner isn’t ready yet. Children especially can get cranky



when hungry. Appease your guests’ hunger with easily made snack trays. You can make these
trays yourself or go the super simple route and buy them ready made at your grocery store.
Some suggestions are:Cheese and cracker tray, Veggie tray with dip tray, Fruit with dip trayYou
could get fancy and have shrimp cocktail if you have mostly adult guests. It is simple and
elegant.Many trays can be found ready-made for you in a local grocery store like Wegmart, Winn
Dixie or Giant Eagle. The Walmart super centers also will make up trays. Just call a few days in
advance to order. You can do this yourself. Buy the cheese in cubes or slices to save time and
make up a tray by placing them on the platter yourself. A few grapes for garnish and a basket of
crackers will finish the job. If you decide on shrimp cocktail, buy jumbo cooked and frozen
shrimp. Pour the frozen shrimp out on a bed of greenery and put a dish of ready-made cocktail
sauce in the middle of the shrimp. Put a spoon in the cocktail sauce and small paper plates
beside the dish so that your guests do not dip in the common bowl. This will keep the cocktail
sauce fresher. The shrimp will thaw in about 30 to 45 minutes. For freshness sake, keep the tray
small so you can add more shrimp rather than letting the shrimp sit out longer than a few
hours.Make a decision on what trays of appetizers you want and whether you will buy them
ready-made or make them yourself. Either choice will do, but you need to decide so you can
choose what you need at the grocery store.Grocery ListTurkey (1 to 1 ½ pounds per
person)Whatever snacks you have decided upon and tooth picksFruit, vegetables, crackers,
cheese, dips, shrimp and cocktail sauce(If you are making the stuffed mushrooms)Large
(stuffing if you can find them) fresh mushrooms12-16 oz. of crabmeat (canned, frozen or
fresh)Rosemary if you don’t stuff the turkey and even if you do it is great to have on hand for
chicken.Full stems of rosemary make nice garnishPoultry seasoning1 loaf of Bread for
stuffingBread/rolls/croissants for dinneroil2 green peppers1 red pepperBag of sweet Vidalia or
Spanish onionsCeleryCarrotsMushroom soup one for stuffingOne or two mushroom soup for
green bean casseroleGreen beansAmerican cheeseFrench’s dry onionsBrown sugarMini
marshmallows or walnuts or pecansPimentoMushrooms fresh or cannedGrocery ListTurkey (1
to 1 ½ pounds per person)Whatever snacks you have decided upon and tooth picksFruit,
vegetables, crackers, cheese, dips, shrimp and cocktail sauce(If you are making the stuffed
mushrooms)Large (stuffing if you can find them) fresh mushrooms12-16 oz. of crabmeat
(canned, frozen or fresh)Rosemary if you don’t stuff the turkey and even if you do it is great to
have on hand for chicken.Full stems of rosemary make nice garnishPoultry seasoning1 loaf of
Bread for stuffingBread/rolls/croissants for dinneroil2 green peppers1 red pepperBag of sweet
Vidalia or Spanish onionsCeleryCarrotsMushroom soup one for stuffingOne or two mushroom
soup for green bean casseroleGreen beansAmerican cheeseFrench’s dry onionsBrown
sugarMini marshmallows or walnuts or pecansPimentoMushrooms fresh or canned
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Ebook Library_Reader, “Step-by-step cookbook. Thanksgiving Dinner From Super Easy to
Grandma's Traditional Dinner cookbook by author Theresa Lepiane is a step-by-step clearly
written cookbook with color photos illustrating the various recipes. The author carefully details
and offers tips on how to prepare a Thanksgiving dinner from start-to-finish. There are a few
minor errors but overall this is a good cookbook.One of my few quibbles with her cookbook is
the suggestion of preparing turkey gravy using a roasting pan. Most modern roasting pans are
not capable of handling stove-top cooking as suggested by the author. Please check your
roasting pan's directions before attempting to prepare gravy in a turkey roasting pan.Some of the
recipes you will find in her cookbook include:Chicken SoupPumpkin PieRoast Turkey (with the
suggestion of washing out the turkey which is not recommended by the USDA)There is an
interactive table of contents making navigation easy.Recommend.Penmouse”

LoveWriting, “Thanksgiving Preparation from A-Z!. Good grief! I'm having my family for
Thanksgiving for the first time, and more than a little intimidated. This book is incredible - it
covers things I didn't even realize I would need to know. It includes a shopping list, what to do
when, what the options are for doing things the traditional way and less-traditional way, and even
how to soak the cranberries. I had NO idea about much of this. It's a life saver!”

Peggy F., “Confidence inspiring guide. Thanks to this guide, I was able to pull off a great
thanksgiving, without undue stress. I relied on this book start to finish, from shopping list, to
recipe inspiration, to timing of preparations. Clear and complete instructions, well organized, and
much appreciated.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Very informative book. I have never prepared a Thanksgiving dinner
myself, we always buy everything prepared already. I saw this book and what I really liked about
it was that it gives you step by step instructions on how to prepare the whole dinner. Besides that
it has recipes for you to use the turkey that you will have for the rest of the week. I will experiment
with that, they sound delicious.”

Lindah, “Easy Peasy. This would be a great book as a gift for someone who is just beginning to
make Holiday feast. In easy steps you can complete the entire meal with no stress. Seasoned
cooks will find it too simple for them.  Nothing new for them to learn.”

Chinwe, “The name says it all!. wow! The name says it all! You can't go wrong with this
Thanksgiving dinner book. Walks you through the process of getting your food ready for dinner.
Once ate my turkey the day after Thansgiving. It took forever to cook. This book showed me
where I went wrong. A must have for a stress free family time! Highly recommended.”



Lucie Battaini, “Great info. A great step by step guide for organising Thanksgiving, or any special
family meal.This book contains many old favorite recipes, plus extra 'cheat' tips for those
pressed for time or who don't want to cook a whole meal.The author also includes tips for
leftovers, which happen with every holiday meal.”

Lisa, “None Better Than This. Best recipe book for Thanksgiving dinner ever! In my opinion, not
traditional, but the best recipes! I can't wait to use some on Thanksgiving. My whole family will
be amazed by these meals. I've even tested out a few and they taste absolutely delicious!”

Jean Shaw, “Thankyou for Thanksgiving Dinner!. I have never been or ever wanted to be a
domestic goddess, but reading Thanksgiving Dinner has made me think again!Theresa's book
makes what could be a very stressful time seem relatively easy - even for me! Not only does she
tell you what to buy, but how to prepare it and provides nice photographs of what it "should" look
like.It's not all turkey's either. Well done Theresa! 
  
Jodi Goes To The Farm - Rhyming Verse Book”

The book by Dianne Selton has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 13 people have provided feedback.
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